
 

 
 



 

 

 

Why  Starvations & Suicides  ?  
 

Electric Bills:  Much abnormal with various types of 

additional Texes. 

 

Petrol Prices:  Are out of reach of the unemployed and 

the poors. 

 

Foods & goods: Prices are increasing daily and are not 

in reach of the poors. 

 

Unemployment: Due to unemployment, poverty is 

increasing speedily. Means, the majority of the citizens 

have insufficient wealth to meet the necessities or 

comforts of life or to live in a manner considered 

acceptable in a society. 

 

Starvations & Suicides :  Due to the above mentioned 

problems, Poors are in a very critical economic 

situation. After long long starvations, they are finally 

commiting suicides. 

 
To view more observations & suggestions of 

citizens of Islamic Republic of Pakistan, 

on this topic, you may visit www.uttcs.com 
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  > How to Control ? 
Starvations & Suicides 

 

Required education: All the citizens must be 

religiously well educated that, this life is a trial for all 

of us. Try to control and be patient in the difficult 

situations, but not commit suicides. The act of 

committing suicide is not acceptable by AlMighty 

Allah. Because it is Haram. 
 

Help Centres: Government must develope the Help 

Centres to assist the needy persons in their critical 

econmic situation. 
 

Review of Packages: Goveronment must review & 

revise the salaries and free previliges provided to 

different grades, posts as well as  to the high officials. 
 

Distribution of Resources: Government should review 

and re-manage distribution of wealth and all other 

resources keeping in view maintaining the minimum 

gaps in between the poors and the riches. 
 

Role Model: In general we all, but particularly High 

Officials must strictly follow the teaching  & examples 

of the Muslim Rulers (the Prophet, Abu Bakr, Umar, 

Usman and Ali). If possible, try at their level best, to 

demonstrate similarly. Must not afraid from Death, Not 

love much for piling up of good things of this world. 

Always remember the meeting with AlMighty Allah on 

the Day of Judgement, to answer about their  deeds. 
 

 

For more observations & suggestions of 

citizens of Islamic Republic of Pakistan, 

on this topic,  visit   www.uttcs.com 
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Way of Distribution of Resources  
Here are some Examples (info taken from Medias)  

 

Designations Monthly Salaries Perks & Privilege 

Case - A 

Normal 

Workers 

20 thousands to 

30 thousands  .. 

Will Pay all Bills & 

Buy every thing.  

Bills including Electric & Gas Bills etc. Buy Petrol and 

every thing they required, from their Salaries 

Case - B 

C.Justice & all 

Judges of S.C 

1500 thousands to 

1800 thousands . 
With Maximum Free 

Perks and Privileges. 

Includinging, Free Electric, Gas, Petrol, Vehicles, Housing, 

Medicals, heavy Pensions and Secuirity Guards etc. 

Case - C 

President 

of Pakistan 

900 thousands to 

1100 thousands . 

 Similar or dissimilar 

as under Case - B 

Case - D 

Chairman of 

NAB 

1700 thousands to 

1800 thousands .. 
Similar or dissimilar 

as under Case - B 

Case - E 

Governor of 

State Bank 

2500 thousands to 

2700 thousands  . 

Similar or dissimilar 

as under Case - B 

Case - F 

Deputy Gover. 

of State Bank 

1900 thousands to 

2000 thousands .. 

Similar or dissimilar 

as under Case - B 

Case - G 

Grade 20-22 

Officers 

300 thousands to 

700 thousands  .. 

Similar or dissimilar 

as under Case - B 

Case - H 

MD SSGPL 
6000 thousands to 

6800 thousands .. 
Similar or dissimilar 

as under Case - B 

For more visit > Case - I www.uttcs.com 
PM, CM, MNA 

Senator &MPA 

200 thousands to 

400 thousands  .. 

Similar or dissimilar 

as under Case - B 

Why this Big Gap in between Workers & High Officials ?  
 

 



 

Govt. Jobs Allocation  System 
Some examples that shows Jobs Allocation System 

  

Let’s go to Recruits (Normal Workers) Training 

Schools of Army, Navy, Air Force and Police. There 

you will Not see any Recruit under training from the 

families of High Officials (i.e. Presidents, PMs, CMs, 

Senators, MNAs, MPAs, Chairmen, Chiefs, Judges, 

Genrals, Officers of Grade 18-22 etc.). All 100 % 

Recruits will be from the Poor’s families (i.e. 

Unemployed, Jobless or Normal Workers).          
 

Question:1 Why like This ?  Think its right Answer ? 
 

Let’s visit to Cadets (Officers) Training Colleges / 

Academies of Army, Navy, Air Force and Police. There 

you will seldom   see (may be 5 to 10 %) Cadets under 

training from the the Poor’s families. Rest all 90 to 95% 

are from the families of High Officials. 
 

Question:2 Why like This ?  Think its right Answer ? 
 

Similarly, if we check Civil Services Exams. for grade 

17 and above Officers. There we may note that 

maxmum 5 to 10%  of  total successful candidates, are 

from the the Poor’s families. Rest all 90 to 95 % are 

from the families of High Officials. 
 

Question:3 Why like This ?  Think its right Answer ? 
 

Note: Public ration in the country is about as under: 
  

Poor’s families = 85-90% | Rich & H.Officials = 10-15% 
 

This Jobs Allocation System as well as Way of 

Distribution of Resources, both are required review and 

apt adjustments, keeping in view the public’s ratio, 

critical economic position of the poor’s & the country.  
 

 

For more observations & suggestions of 

citizens of Islamic Republic of Pakistan, 

on this topic,  visit   www.uttcs.com 
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To view more observations & suggestions of 

citizens of Islamic Republic of Pakistan, 

on this topic, you may visit www.uttcs.com 
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